The 2017 Summer Scrubs Counselor Application will be due on Monday, March 20, 2017 at 12pm. You can access this application on our website phoenixmed.arizona.edu/premed beginning Wednesday, January 11th.

The application will require 2 recommendations, your resume, a video and a personality quiz.

- Recommendations are due on March 24th, 2017
  - When you submit your application, we will be contacting your references via email (COMPHX-admissions@email.arizona.edu). It is your responsibility to make sure your references complete their recommendation.
- For the video portion, you will be asked to create a 4-minute video answering the following prompts/questions
  - Introduce yourself
  - Tell us something interesting about yourself
  - Tell us about your experience in working with high school students.
  - Why do you want to be a part of Summer Scrubs?
  - Why should we select you?

  **Video Tips/Suggestions:**
  - Don’t be afraid to get creative!
  - Make sure you are in an area where we can hear you.
  - This video is a way for us to get to know you. Don’t stress about getting the video perfect, we are only looking at getting to know your personality.
  - We recommend you create a video and upload it to YouTube, then paste the link on the application.
- For the personality quiz portion, you will be asked to print, fill out and upload page 2 of this document.

On the application, you will have the option of selecting which summer camp session(s) you are most interested in. You are welcome to select more than one.

- Session 1 (11th grade): June 4-9; 8am-4pm (Day)
- Session 1 (11th grade): June 4-9; 4pm-9pm (Evening)
- Session 1 (11th grade): June 4-9; 9pm-8am (Overnight)
- Session 2 (11th grade): June 12-16; 8am-4pm
- Session 3 (9/10th grade): June 19-23; 8am-4pm
Instructions: Compare all 4 boxes in each row. Do not analyze each word; just get a sense of each box. Score each of the four boxes in each row from most to least as it describes you: 4 = most, 3 = a lot, 2 = somewhat, 1 = least.

| Row 1 | A | Active<br>Variety<br>Sports<br>Opportunities<br>Spontaneous<br>Flexible | B | Organized<br>Planned<br>Neat<br>Parental<br>Traditional<br>Responsible | C | Warm<br>Helpful<br>Friends<br>Authentic<br>Harmonious<br>Compassionate | D | Learning<br>Science<br>Quiet<br>Versatile<br>Inventive<br>Competent | Score | Score | Score | Score |
|-------|---|---------------------|---|---------------------|---|---------------------|---|---------------------|---|
| Row 2 | E | Curious<br>Ideas<br>Questions<br>Conceptual<br>Knowledge<br>Problem Solver | F | Caring<br>People Oriented<br>Feelings<br>Unique<br>Empathetic<br>Communicative | G | Orderly<br>On-time<br>Honest<br>Stable<br>Sensible<br>Dependable | H | Action<br>Challenges<br>Competitive<br>Impetuous<br>Impactful | Score | Score | Score | Score |
| Row 3 | I | Helpful<br>Trustworthy<br>Dependable<br>Loyal<br>Conservative<br>Organized | J | Kind<br>Understanding<br>Giving<br>Devoted<br>Warm<br>Poetic | K | Playful<br>Quick<br>Adventurous<br>Confrontive<br>Open Minded<br>Independent | L | Independent<br>Exploring<br>Competent<br>Theoretical<br>Why Questions<br>Ingenious | Score | Score | Score | Score |
| Row 4 | M | Follow<br>Rules<br>Useful<br>Save Money<br>Concerned<br>Procedural<br>Cooperative | N | Active<br>Free<br>Winning<br>Daring<br>Impulsive<br>Risk Taker | O | Sharing<br>Getting Along<br>Feelings<br>Tender<br>Inspirational<br>Dramatic | P | Thinking<br>Solving Problems<br>Perfectionistic<br>Determined<br>Complex<br>Composed | Score | Score | Score | Score |
| Row 5 | Q | Puzzles<br>Seeking Info<br>Making Sense<br>Philosophical<br>Principled<br>Rational | R | Social Causes<br>Easy Going<br>Happy Endings<br>Approachable<br>Affectionate<br>Sympathetic | S | Exciting<br>Lively<br>Hands On<br>Courageous<br>Skillful<br>On Stage | T | Pride<br>Tradition<br>Do Things Right<br>Orderly<br>Conventional<br>Careful | Score | Score | Score | Score |